FY 2016-17 REVISIONS

Traffic Control Through Work Zones

17730 1 of 1 Clarified that the crushed stone to be placed under the Pull Box only.
17727 2 of 2 Deleted the Pivotal Hanger Assembly; Changed the upper and lower reinforcement plates to tri-stud wire clamps; Changed the Message Cable clamp; Deleted Notes #1, 3-5 and added new note; Deleted the vertical Clearance Information; Changed Bottom Tether Clamp to a Tri-Stud clamp.
17745 2 of 6 Changed Note #1 and SECTION A-A to "Structural" Curb Pad.
17781 1 of 2 Changed GENERAL NOTE #3

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)

18111 4 of 4 Changed Pole Top Plate diameter and bolt circle for 70' tall pole.
18113 3 of 4 Deleted the Dormant Strand, Changed the location of the #4 and #5 bar and deleted the Active and Dormant text in the strand spacing callouts for STRAND PATTERN 1 and 2.

Temporary Detour Bridges

21210 1 of 4 Clarified Notes 2, 3, 6 & 8; Revised Note 7
21211 2 of 4 Revised Conduit sub-out details.
3 of 4 Added Conduit sub-out detail, Clarified Notes 2, 3 & 4; Deleted Note 5
4 of 4 Revised Conduit sub-out details.
21600 3 of 7 Removed 7 3/4" dimension and A8307 Transom OW heavy.
21610 1 of 3 Changed to triple bearing configuration.
21620 1 of 2 Changed to triple bearing configuration.
21630 2 of 3 Changed to triple bearing configuration.

Precast Concrete Piles

22600 1 of 1 New Index
22601 1 of 1 New Index
22612 1 of 1 New Index
22614 1 of 1 New Index
22618 1 of 1 New Index
22624 1 of 1 New Index
22630 1 of 1 New Index
22634 1 of 1 New Index
22660 1 of 1 New Index

Pelecupp and Pedestrian Railings

851 1 of 3 Added 4-bolt option as dashed lines in Scheme 1.
852 1 of 8 Added "HSS500x4.125" Handrail Joint/Splice Sleeve option to TABLE 1.
861 1 of 3 Added 4-bolt option as dashed lines in Scheme 1.
862 1 of 8 Added "HSS500x4.125" Handrail Joint/Splice Sleeve option to TABLE 1.
870 1 of 3 Added 1.50 OD x 0.125 Wall Handrail Joint/Splice Sleeve option to RAILING MEMBER DIMENSIONS TABLE.
880 1 of 3 Added "HSS500x4.125" Handrail Joint/Splice Sleeve option to RAILING MEMBER DIMENSIONS TABLE.

Signs and Perimeter Wall Systems

5300 1 of 14 Added Notes 1A and 1B for approved Producer prestressed post options.

Traffic Railings

600 3 of 25 Changed Call Out for Clear Zone reference to PPM.
16 of 25 Changed Note for the LOCATION AT CURB & GUTTER SECTIONS DETAIL 1 reference to PPM.
403 All Deleted Index.
410 25 of 25 Corrected the Bar SC & SD total height measurement.
415 3 of 7 Changed the CLEAR ZONE WIDTHS FOR WORK ZONES, reference to PPM.
430 1 of 2 Changed GENERAL NOTES #6, #8 and #9

Roadside Safety

700 1 of 2 Changed ROADSIDE TERRAIN FIGURE 1 note reference to PPM.
2 of 2 Changed GENERAL NOTE #2 reference to PPM.